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Woodbridge, NJ, February 10, 2005 – HudsonIT, LLC, an IT Infrastructure and 
Network Security firm, today announced the availability of the Inviato Network Access 
Control Solution to the enterprise market. HudsonIT’s new product’s the SolventView™ 
solution for pre-emptive application of security policies in order to protect customer 
networks. 

According to Managing Partner Steve Queroli, “Inviato is a network access control and 
pre-emptive security enforcement application that protects business critical assets with 
patent pending threat management technology. Inviato integrates and provides centralized 
access to a comprehensive suite of IT security applications.”  

 
This method of pre-emptive enforcement of corporate security policies, coupled with a 
two-factor authentication token, will allow enterprise security groups to protect their 
network from rogue devices and provide a clear user audit trail for regulatory compliance 
issues.  The solution consists of an Enterprise Security Server, which is deployed within 
the network and a USB-based token which is distributed to the user community.  Several 
versions of the token exist, depending upon the needs of the user. 
 
Current security solutions available to the enterprise all assume trusted clients.  Current 

VPN and IP address management software 
assume trusted clients.  Many enterprise security 
groups trust clients based on a manual policy 
enforcement process, typically after a breach has 
occurred.  Visitors, employees who regularly 
utilize their laptops at home, road warriors, 
contractors all have one thing in common: the 
device they use to access the enterprise network 
can open the network to various forms of attack. 
Few enterprises provide a clear solution to 
providing secure, trusted clients.  HudsonIT’s 

Inviato changes all that. 
 



The Inviato solution is a hardware and software solution that directly addresses desktop 
security that enforces enterprise security policies and only allows trusted clients access to 
the enterprise’s key resources.  The Inviato Token, working in conjunction with the 
Inviato Enterprise Security Server, provides both a two factor authentication system 
controlling system access and a collection of vulnerability and remediation instructions to 
prevent network access from out-of-compliance clients.  Your client machines (local, at-
home, visitors or public access machines) are secure before they get onto your network. 
 

About HudsonIT, LLC. 

HudsonIT is an IT Infrastructure and Network Security Solutions Provider, offering 
industry proven solutions to Enterprise IT Organizations. Our solutions are all industry-
proven and specific to our client's business. Our experienced IT professionals bring 
together their extensive track record of success and our proven methodologies to insure 
our client's business performance. HudsonIT is headquartered in Woodbridge, New 
Jersey. For more information, visit the company's web site at www.hudsonit.com or send 
email to info@hudsonit.com. 

Solvent Solutions, the Solvent Solutions logo, and SolventView are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Allegent Technology Group. 

 


